Discover global economic impact
with citations from patents
Altmetric tracks worldwide patent data from IFI CLAIMS®, making it possible to
more easily find the potential economic impacts of your organization’s research
Over 750,000 citations to research found in 8 million+ patents worldwide can be
searched, visualized, and exported using the Altmetric Explorer and API.
You can now easily search for citations to research (also known as non-patent citations)
in patents filed with:
• World Intellectual Property Organization
• IP Australia
• German Patent and Trade Mark Office
• Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property
• European Patent Office
• United States Patent and Trademark Office
• National Industrial Property Institute
• Intellectual Property Office of the United Kingdom
• Netherlands Patent Office

Ways to access
Altmetric Details pages let you find and read
the patents that cite a particular article, book,
clinical trial, or other research output.
Altmetric Details pages

Altmetric Explorer lets you search, visualize,
and export patent citations to more than 9
million scholarly works.

Altmetric Explorer

Exploring Patent Citations’ Many Uses
Researchers: Professional advancement
Craft compelling narratives when writing grants, going up for tenure, and applying
for jobs.
	
“...This line of malaria research has formed the basis of four patents, one of which is
for a low-cost vaccine that’s been administered to over 40,000 children worldwide…”

Institutions: Develop Impact Case Studies and internal reporting
Research commercialization evidence can answer the question, “How is our
institution’s research making a difference in the world?”
	
“...The impact of Dr. Turner’s malaria study is clear: countless lives were saved
thanks to the patented vaccine she developed and licensed for production…”
Funding Agencies: Understanding return on investment
Just how far do grant dollars go? Tracking citations in patents as part of the grant
reporting process can help foundations and government agencies understand the
larger influence and diffusion of the research they fund.
	
“...In addition to saving lives, the local economic impacts of the funded research
have been incredible: for every 1 dollar spent funding Dr. Turner’s malaria study, 5
dollars were invested in the U.S. biotech sector…”
Corporations: Horizon-scanning
Finding citations to corporate-supported research in patents can identify new
business opportunities and growth areas for future investment.
	
“...Through funding Dr. Turner’s malaria study and finding patents that cite her
papers, we have been able to identify groundbreaking technologies worthy of
further investment…”
Publishers: Unique author outreach and content repurposing
Publishers of journals and monographs can use citations from patents to create thematic
collections for commercialized research and promote industry uptake to authors.
	
“...Together, these articles and books have formed the basis of some of the most
important technologies we have to fight malaria…”

Learn more
To learn more about how we track patents, visit altmetric.com

